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Introduction
The developmental state concept was developed by Chalmers Johnsonin the early 1980s to describe the role of the state in the economicsuccesses enjoyed by Japan, which he considered to have been un-
derestimated. (1) It was subsequently used to refer to the ability of economic
bureaucracies to guide development in South Korea and Taiwan, channelling
private investment towards growth sectors and allowing these economies
to benefit from a comparative advantage in international competition. One
of the distinctive traits attributed by Chalmers Johnson to developmental
states was the absolute and unwavering priority given by government de-
cision-makers to the aim of economic growth. Another was the alliance
that formed between the political and economic elites in order to transform
the industrial structure of the nation with a view to increasing its interna-
tional competitiveness. The effectiveness of this particular form of state in-
tervention in the economy was cast into doubt by the Asian financial crisis
of the late 1990s, which gave rise to a neoliberal vision of government ac-
tion that promoted a minimalist vision of such intervention. A decade later,
the global economic crisis of 2008 gave the state a role of renewed impor-
tance in economic regulation. This brought the developmental state concept
back to the fore, including in scientific debates. (2)
In the case of the People’s Republic of China, Chalmers Johnson’s concept
has been illustrated by a number of publications. The analysis has focused
in particular on collaboration between public decision-makers and business
people at the local level, in townships and rural counties. For example, sev-
eral authors have coined and used the concept of local state corporatism. (3)
Since these publications, the national and economic context has evolved
greatly, with transformations taking place in the systems organising pro-
duction and the forms of governance. China’s accession to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) at the start of the twenty-first century brought further
changes to the field of play. Competition in the Chinese and international
markets increased, the cost of labour rose, and new environmental require-
ments were imposed. This contribution looks back over the transformations
and the ways in which companies have adapted to these changes in the
case of the textile industry in Zhejiang Province and, more particularly, in
the city of Shaoxing.
In 2013, 15% of companies in Zhejiang Province were operating in the
textile and clothing industries, making it one of China’s main centres for
manufacturing textile products at that time. (4) The city of Shaoxing, a for-
mer rural district with a long tradition of small-scale silk manufacturing, is
the pillar of the textile industry in the province. The industry only emerged
at the start of the 1980s but has experienced continuous growth ever since,
its development characterised by the concentration of small family con-
cerns in rural areas, which can be seen throughout Zhejiang. As well as being
part of a manufacturing region, Shaoxing is also a market city. Today, China
Textile City (Zhongguo qingfang cheng 中国轻纺城) in Shaoxing and the
raw materials market in the town of Qianqing are among the largest textile
markets in the whole of Asia (see Map 1). After some 20 years of strong
growth, the twenty-first century has seen Shaoxing’s textile industry adopt
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new strategies in order to remain competitive on a global scale, including a
move towards more upscale products, greater consideration for the envi-
ronment, an increase in innovation, and a more international outlook.
How has it been possible for industrial centres with such a strong focus
on textiles to develop in this area over a 30-year period, given its lack of a
strong industrial tradition? What economic, political, and social approaches
have made these changes possible? The companies should not be viewed
as independent or isolated production units, because they are not acting
alone and maintain many links with political actors based on relationships
of both collaboration and dependence. It therefore seems that understand-
ing how these companies adapt to changes in the local setup requires bring-
ing to light the relationships between the companies and local political
power and forms of governance. Based on observations on the ground in
the former district of Shaoxing and in the sub-prefecture-level city of Zhuji,
we focus in the first part of this article on the transformations in the ways
in which production was organised in the 1980s and 1990s, the links be-
tween industrial activities and trading activities, and the evolution in the
role of the state locally in terms of economic management and the relations
between economic trends and public action. The focus of the second part
of the article is on the new challenges faced by the textile industry of Zhe-
jiang and Shaoxing in the twenty-first century, and the role played by local
government in the new economic climate. 
The data forming the basis of this study were gathered between 2006 and
2011. (5) Interviews were carried out with private business people and public
actors in order to learn more about the development of rural industry, the
ways in which production is organised, and the forms of governance in com-
panies. Twelve interviews were conducted in July 2007 with business people
from the textile industry (see Table 1 for the summary of companies in
question), some producing finished articles (ready-to-wear clothing, cur-
tains), others manufacturing fabrics, and still others producing machines.
An interview carried out in 2011 with the mayor of Shaoxing municipality
helped shed further light on recent changes, and our analysis also makes
use of macroeconomic data and works of Chinese researchers.
Shaoxing, a manufacturing and market city
(1980s and 1990s)
Textiles: A key industry for Zhejiang Province
China is currently the world’s biggest producer of textiles and the number
one exporter of clothing. The country’s entry into the WTO at the end of
2001 gave the textile sector a boost, and between 2003 and 2008, textile
production grew sharply in the country, rising by an average of 18.38% an-
nually, with a peak of 26% in 2004 and 2005. (6)
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In Zhejiang Province, the textile sector accounted for an average of
12.22% of industrial production between 2002 and 2008, although a slow-
down occurred in 2005 (see Table 2). In 2010, textiles represented 17.68%
of exports from the province. Nationally, in 2010, production in Zhejiang
represented 20% of China’s textile production and 24.09% of exports, mak-
ing Zhejiang the country’s main textile-exporting province. (7)
An industry anchored in the territories
Located in the north of Zhejiang Province, Shaoxing was a city of
4,416,600 inhabitants at the end of 2013, (8) and was divided into three
urban districts (Yuecheng, Keqiao, and Shangyu), one rural county (Xin-
chang), and two sub-prefecture-level cities (Zhuji and Shengzhou). In 2012,
Shaoxing had eight textile clusters with a turnover in excess of 20 billion
yuan. (9) Many of the textile companies were recent and small in size. In
2001, of the 12,423 textile companies in the city, 92% had fewer than 200
employees and 90% had been created after 1992. (10) The majority of textile
activities were spread over four localities, each having a specialisation: Ke-
qiao for synthetic fibres and cotton fabrics; Shangyu for cotton fabrics and
dyeing; Zhuji for sock and shirt manufacture; and Shengzhou for tie manu-
facturing (see Map 1). As mentioned in Table 1, of the 12 companies we
visited in 2007, two were located in the township of Qianqing in Keqiao
(companies 1 and 2), four in Keqiao, the former county of Shaoxing (com-
panies 2 to 6), and six others were based in Zhuji (companies 7 to 12).
Initially focusing on production with a very low technical level but re-
sponding to a high level of domestic demand, (11) production was specialised
spatially, as summarised by the expression “one product per village and one
sector per township” (yixiang yipin, yizhen yiye 一乡一品，一镇一业). This
saw the emergence of industrial clusters. (12) In 2008, there were 38 spe-
cialised clusters in Shaoxing, bringing together more than 60,000 textile
companies. (13)
The take-off of the textile industry in the former county of Shaoxing (14)
was not based on the local tradition of small-scale silk and cotton weaving,
but on the manufacturing of synthetic fabrics. Indeed, the 1980s saw many
constraints weigh heavy on the more established traditions, among them
the insufficient production of silk thread and the existence of administrative
quotas for cotton. In contrast to this, no restrictions were placed on syn-
thetic fabrics, and consumers could buy articles of this kind without pre-
senting a ration ticket. (15) Initially, the industry was essentially centred on
collective production workshops (shedui qiye 社队企业) created by working
class towns in the 1960s in the context of an economy of scarcity. In the
1980s, these organisations were transformed into Township and Village En-
terprises or TVEs (xiangzhen qiye 乡镇企业).
As in the district of Shaoxing, the choice of sock production in Zhuji was
not linked to traditional local activities but to the fact that opportunities
were identified in the market. The director of company 12 gave the follow-
ing account:
I started working in a sock workshop in my village in Anhua, next to
Zhuji. Along with five or six members of my family, I borrowed money
from our relatives and friends to start sock production in 1987. At
the time, nylon socks were selling very well. We received lots of or-
ders, so we subcontracted a proportion, by which I mean that we
provided our neighbours with machines and raw materials. That’s
how the sock sector started to develop in Anhua, a village next to
Datang. Some of our subcontractors later set up their own work-
shops. (16)
At the start of the 1980s, socks were in high demand on the Chinese mar-
ket, and on the whole, production could not keep up with demand. A few
peasants from the village of Datang in Zhuji obtained some old machines
at a reasonable price from Haining, Yiwu, and Shanghai. (17) After adapting
them, they sold them in the village. This is how the sock weaving business
started in Datang. Gradually, in 14 townships and several dozen villages in
the area around Datang, approximately 10,000 small and medium-sized
companies were set up in the 1980s and 1990s, producing socks. (18) After a
period of strong growth in the 1980s, the rural companies found their de-
velopment was limited by their shortage of capital and technological weak-
ness in a context of increased domestic and international competition. As
a result, the companies and local government saw that they would need to
be innovative.
Early innovations
Initiatives were thus taken in three fields: technology, marketing (the cre-
ation of own brands), and product design. In the second half of the 1990s,
the district of Shaoxing encouraged the renewal of production equipment,
7. Zhejiangsheng kexue jishuting (Science and Technology Department of Zhejiang Province) Zhe-
jiangsheng fangzhi gongye “shierwu” fazhan guihua (12th five-year plan of the Zhejiang textile
industry), available at http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:DV-xUrTwq80J:
elearning.zjff.net/suite/resource/download.do%3Fkey%3D6431126%26pointType%3D1+&cd=1
&hl=fr&ct=clnk&gl=au (accessed on 5 September 2014).
8. Shaoxingshi tongji diaocha xinxiwang (Website of the Statistics and investigation Bureau of
Shaoxing), Shaoxingshi tongji nianjian – 2013 (Shaoxing statistical yearbook – 2013), 12 March
2015, available at www.sxstats.gov.cn/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=show&catid
=42&id=6659 (accessed on 1 June 2015).
9. Zhejiang jingji he xinxihua weiyuanhui (Commission on economy and informatisation of Zhejiang
Province), Zhejiangsheng gongye jingji gaikuang (Inventory of industry and the economy in Zhe-
jiang), 2013, available at www.jhjxw.gov.cn/jxw/uploadfiles/%E6%B5%99%E6%B1%9F%
E7%9C%81%E5%B7%A5%E4%B8%9A%E7%BB%8F%E6%B5%8E%E6%A6%82%E5%86%B52
013%EF%BC%88%E4%BF%AE%E8%AE%A2%EF%BC%89.doc (accessed on 4 October 2014).
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zhongxin (General survey centre of the National bureau of statistics), p. 1, available at
www.stats.gov.cn/ztjc/ztfx/decjbdwpc/200309/t20030909_38579.html (accessed on 12 October
2014).
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2004. 
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18. Shi Jinchuan, Zhongguo minying jingji fazhan baogao (Report on the development of the private
economy in China), Vol. 2, Beijing, Jingji kexue chubanshe, 2006.
and between 1995 and 1998, the local government invested 1.2 billion yuan
to help companies acquire more than 20,000 shuttleless weaving looms.
This technology became widespread, and shuttleless looms, which had rep-
resented 0.24% of the weaving looms in 1990, accounted for more than
50% of them in 1998 and 72% in 2001. (19) Shaoxing became the best
equipped textile manufacturing centre in China. (20) In the sock-producing
city of Zhuji, a number of companies imported computerised weaving ma-
chines from South Korea and Italy. (21)
Another innovation involved creating own brands in order to branch out
from pure subcontracting work. The director of company 7, which manu-
factures clothing items in Zhuji, gave the following account:
Being a subcontractor limits the growth of the company. Initially, we
were working for a Shanghai brand. For every shirt we produced, we
were actually paying two yuan to the company in Shanghai. Later,
when other factories also started to work for the same brand, the
company in Shanghai increased the price to five yuan per shirt. We
became too dependent on them. In 1994, we created our own brand
and later obtained ISO 9000 certification. Our brand is now ranked
as one of the best in China.
Finally, innovation also concerned the matter of design. While certain
companies carried on operating as subcontractors or copied existing prod-
ucts, the larger concerns set up design studios in the provincial capital,
Hangzhou, or signed training and research agreements with universities.
The innovations introduced in the 1990s helped Shaoxing become the
flagship of the Chinese textile industry. The value of textile production in
1998 was four times higher than it had been in 1991, representing an av-
erage annual increase of 20%. (22) Similarly, Zhuji became the largest sock-
production site. In 1998, approximately 50% of the socks sold on the
Chinese market were produced in Zhuji. (23)
In a traditionally agricultural area, the industrial textile district of Shaoxing
gradually structured itself into specialised production centres. This devel-
opment trajectory went hand-in-hand with growth in trading activities,
which made rural industrialisation possible in this area.
Manufacturing production and marketing networks
The Shaoxing region has a long history of commerce and a tradition of
peddling traders. In the 1970s and 1980s, traders and pedlars started man-
ufacturing products that had sold out in the collective shops, selling them
in rural markets. Many specialised village markets began to operate in the
1980s in this way, including the raw materials market in the township of
Qianqing, the markets specialising in socks and sock weaving machines in
the township of Datang in Zhuji, and the textile market in the district of
Shaoxing. The Shaoxing fabric market, which was founded in 1985 by the
local authorities, grew to become China Textile City in the 1990s. Covering
an area of more than three million square metres, it was home to some
24,000 traders in 2014, making it the largest textile product distribution
centre in Asia. Approximately 25% of textile fabrics sold internationally pass
through this market. (24)
Until the mid-1990s, textile products from Shaoxing and Zhuji mainly
supplied the domestic market, and in particular the “markets of the three
Norths” (sanbei shichang 三北市场): the Northeast, the North, and the
Northwest. Starting in the second half of the decade, the provincial gov-
ernment set companies the priority objective of developing closer links be-
tween production and trade under the slogan: “Stimulating industry through
trade and developing industry and trade hand-in-hand” (yi shangcugong,
gongmao liandong 以商促工，工贸联动). In the case of clothing company
8, one of the largest in Zhejiang, the key to the company’s success was the
development of sales networks. In 2007, it had five sales agencies and 2,000
points of sale, allowing it to cover the whole of the domestic market.
At the end of the 1990s, the provincial government instigated a new strat-
egy, encouraging companies to expand into the international markets. The
main destinations were Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and America. The di-
rector of clothing company 3, based in Keqiao, related his experience with
the foreign markets: 
We are a small company of 200 employees producing clothing. In
the past, we operated only in the Chinese market, but competition
became too stiff, so we started to export. We have several factories.
The dyeing factory exports to the Middle East, where we also sell
clothes of our own brand. Our clothing factory performs subcon-
tracting work for foreign brands. Our products are sold in the United
States and Australia. Recently, with the United States adopting a
quota policy, this has become more difficult. We are now looking to
new markets in South Korea and Taiwan.
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Table 2 – Percentage of industrial production 










Source: Wu Weiqiang, “Fangzhiye chukou dui Zhejiang GDP zengzhang de gongxian”
(Contribution of textile exports to Zhejiang’s GDP), Zhejiang tongji xinxi wang (web-
site of the Statistical Bureau of Zhejiang Province), 23 December 2010, available at
www.zj.stats.gov.cn/tjfx_1475/tjfx_sjfx/201012/t20101223_138264.html 
(accessed on 18 April 2015).
The business people cited a number of factors when explaining their move
towards internationalisation. First and foremost, they pointed to the fierce
competition in the Chinese market, driven in part by counterfeiting. They
also mentioned the lack of trust between companies and their Chinese
clients, resulting from too many non-payments. Finally, government policy
and the removal of export tax favoured the move towards exports. Previ-
ously, private companies were required to work with state-appointed im-
port/export companies, or the Canton Fair, but from 2000 onward they
were able to set up their own marketing facilities, which came in a variety
of forms: an import/export department within the company, sales agencies,
or branch offices abroad. Under these conditions, businessmen saw the
move towards internationalisation as a move upmarket. 
The swift development of industrial textile clusters in Shaoxing was there-
fore made possible by an improvement in production technologies and the
construction of marketing networks, both on the domestic market and in-
ternationally. It was also facilitated by new forms of state intervention.
The evolution of the role of the local state
Reform led to the juxtaposition, superposition, and combining of old and
new institutions. (25) In the 1980s, economic reform was embodied in de-
centralisation (difang fenquan 地方分权) or a deconcentration of economic
power. Local government played the main role in the local economy, while
also answering to higher administrative levels. It was also responsible for
the economic performances of the territory it administered, upon which its
income and the careers of local leaders were dependent. (26) Starting in 1994,
a process of privatising collective companies was initiated. They shifted from
having the status of collectives companies with a responsibility contract
(chengbao hetong 承包合同) to that of cooperative shareholding companies
(gufen hezuo qiye 股份合作企业). Over the course of this process, the local
authorities transferred the companies to private individuals. Selling com-
panies to their managers became common practice. (27) This was the case
with company 3, for example:
I was a barefoot doctor in a rural collective factory, and was working
at the same time in the administration of the factory. In 1984, I be-
came factory director and then township leader. Starting in 1994,
we changed our activity to producing socks. This was a time when
the local government was encouraging lots of factory managers to
assume control of collective rural companies. In 1999, our factory
was transformed into a private company, and I am still the director.
The other managers have become shareholders.
The vast majority of company directors interviewed progressed through
these various stages (see Table 1). All were originally from Shaoxing or Zhuji,
and they had all either been managers of rural collective workshops, ap-
pointed by the local authorities or local political leaders (township leaders),
or sales or technical managers in companies. At the change in legal status
of the companies, this responsibility was all but forced on them. The similar
paths taken by the company directors suggests a high degree of continuity
in terms of the men or women at the helm as institutional changes took
effect in companies. This continuity proved an important factor in the suc-
cess of the company, because it allowed networks of relationships to be
built with the local authorities. The human relation dimension can be seen,
to a certain extent, as the main resource of entrepreneurial activity. (28)
As the market economy took shape, the role of local government began
to change. It now needed to fulfil a support role, providing a service to
companies. The policy of the central government, including for large com-
panies that remained in the hands of the state, was to separate ownership
from management (guanban fenli 管办分离). While the local state now
played a lesser role in local economic life, it could continue to play a direct
role in the life of companies as a shareholder. This was the case, for exam-
ple, at Textile City in Shaoxing. The market was semi-privatised in 1993,
and from then on, management was officially passed to Zhejiang China
Light & Textile Industrial City Group, a private company. However, the local
government continued to be its main shareholder. In 2008, the company
was bought back by the government of Shaoxing, which became its owner
once more.
What distinguishes the case of China from the other Asian countries that
have experienced strong economic growth is that the local authorities at
all administrative levels are closely connected to the bodies of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP); links between the state apparatus and companies
therefore remain close. From the companies’ perspective, although local
government is no longer the main economic actor, it continues to act as a
privileged collaborator whose support is essential if the company is to pros-
per. This support enables companies to obtain information and assistance
more quickly, for example when acquiring land to accommodate company
expansion, and in the form of support for innovation by research centres
linked to the local government, or tax exemption. It is striking to observe
the strong presence of political bodies in private companies, in particular
those of a certain size. Starting in 1987, this phenomenon became wide-
spread in the 1990s. The government in Shaoxing demanded the presence
of a CCP cell in companies of more than 100 people that had a turnover in
excess of 5 million yuan. Businessmen were not opposed to this policy. Com-
pany 6, for example, set up a Party cell, union representation, and a com-
mittee of the Communist Youth League. The director gave the following
account:
These bodies are strongly recommended by the local authorities, and
I do not have any problem with it. It is part of company culture. These
bodies often organise parties, sports tournaments, and competitions.
The aim, from my point of view, is to motivate the workers in their
work so as to increase productivity.
We met the Party secretary of company 8, one of the largest clothing
companies in Zhejiang. He had been a senior civil servant in the municipality
of Zhuji. After retiring, the company took him on to manage both the Party
committee and the union. He was also a shareholder and sat on the board
of directors of the company. The role of this Party secretary involved not
only mediating between employees and management in order to ensure
the smooth running of the company, but also acting as an interface between
the company and local government. The Party representative became an
intermediary, or indeed a protector of the company in its relations with the
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local state. This close-knit relationship with local political power ensured
the success of private business people. Several of the company directors we
spoke to were delegates to their local People’s Assembly, members of the
board of directors of sector associations (hangye xiehui 行业协会), or had
obtained the title of “model entrepreneurs” (mofan qiyejia 模范企业家). Be-
coming a member of various political bodies allowed private business people
to enjoy the trust of local political power, and thus ensure the success of
the company.
While the 1980s and 1990s saw the textile industry flourish in Shaoxing,
this rapid expansion appeared to reach a peak in the early 2000s. The new
economic climate, the modernisation of the textile industry, and globalisa-
tion were all factors of change that required companies and political leaders
to turn in new directions.
The textile industry’s new challenges since
2000
Opportunities and difficulties of internationalisation
China’s entry into the WTO in December 2001 helped it conquer inter-
national markets. On its entry, China became party to the Agreement on
Textiles and Clothing and its accompanying rights and obligations. After en-
joying a sharp rise in its textile and ready-to-wear exports, China met with
hostile reactions from Western countries. In the early 2000s, exports of both
textile articles and ready-to-wear items rose sharply. They then slowed until
they reached negative figures in 2009, after which they experienced a re-
covery and renewed continual growth, but at a much slower rate than a
decade earlier (see Table 3). This continual slowdown in the second half of
the 2000s can be explained by the global financial crisis on the one hand,
and by the revaluation of the yuan in 2005 on the other. 
As with all other members of the WTO, the quotas imposed on textiles
ended on 31 December 2004, but a safeguard mechanism remained in place
until the end of 2008 to allow WTO member states to take measures to
slow imports in case of market disruption. The United States, the European
Union, and some ten other countries took anti-dumping measures. More-
over, the European Union’s introduction of new standards in 2007 forced
Chinese companies to improve the quality of their products.
Finally, in addition to new international regulations and customs barriers,
the revaluation of the yuan and the reduction and subsequent removal of
the export tax exemption applied by China between 2003 and 2007 all con-
stituted additional constraints. Almost all of the companies we visited had
moved into exports during the 1990s, with 50% and up to 80% of produc-
tion being sold abroad; they then gradually turned back towards the Chinese
market. In 2003, 66% of Chinese textile products were sold on the domestic
market, this percentage rising to 75% in 2007. (29) However, the difficulties
encountered by companies were due not only to the conditions of access
to international markets, but also to increasing costs in factors of produc-
tion.
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Year
Textile exports by value 
(unit: US$ 1 million)
Textile exports 
(year-on-year change)
Read-to-wear exports by value




1999 1,340 25.23% 3,470 15%
2000 2,220 65.67% 5,100 47%
2001 2,860 28.83% 5,860 15%
2002 4,090 43.01% 6,720 15%
2003 6,390 56.23% 9,140 36%
2004 8,890 39.12% 10,760 18%
2005 11,110 24.97% 13,320 24%
2006 13,810 24.30% 15,930 20%
2007 17,010 23.17% 18,600 17%
2008 20,670 21.52% 21,580 16%
2009 19,017 -8.00% 20,739 -4%
2010 24,862 30.74% 24,896 20%
2011 31,108 25.12% 29,138 17%
2012 31,264 0.50% 28,544 -2%
2013 35,368 13.13% 31,883 12%
Table 3 – Exports of textiles and ready-to-wear from Zhejiang Province, 1998-2013
Source: 1998-2008: Bao Xiyi, Jinrong weiji beijingxia Zhejiang fangzhi gongye jingzhengli tisheng yanjiu (Study on the move upmarket of the textile industry in Zhejiang in the
context of the financial crisis), Master’s dissertation, Zhejiang Normal University, 2011, p. 31; 2009-2013: Zhejiangsheng tongjiju (Zhejiang Statistical Bureau), Zhejiang tongji
nianjian 2014 (Zhejiang statistical yearbook, 2014), Beijing, Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 2014, p. 413.
Access to factors of production 
(land, raw materials, and labour)
Given the large-scale expansion of industrial clusters in the 1990s, Zhe-
jiang was no longer able to provide new land for growing companies. The
quota policy concerning land acquisition implemented at the end of the
1990s cut off access to land to polluting companies and those operating at
a low technological level. This left such companies with two alternatives:
transferring their production out of the province, or closing their doors al-
together. Zhejiang is also a province that lacks raw materials. Since it only
produces a small amount of cotton, it relies mainly on purchases from other
Chinese provinces or foreign imports, in particular from the United States
and India. The sustained increase in the price of cotton during the 2000s, in
particular between 2008 and the second half of 2010, when the price rose
by 150%, left a number of companies struggling. (30)
Companies also found themselves facing problems with the rapid turnover
of labour and the lack of technical skills among migrant workers. The direc-
tor of company 11 described the conditions of his employees and com-
plained about public policies as follows:
Lots of companies try to improve the living conditions of their workers
in order to encourage them to stay. 80% of the workers in our com-
pany are migrants. They are housed in air-conditioned dormitories and
earn, on average, 1,600 yuan per month. These migrants do not know
how to do anything, and need to be taught everything. The biggest
problem is their mobility: often they leave with no warning. The only
way to keep them is to increase their salary. Government policy gives
migrant workers a lot more protection than employers.
Textile companies are also being forced to face up to ever-increasing
labour costs. The average salary of workers is continually rising, especially
since the new Labour Contract Law became effective on 1 January 2008.
Wages in the textile sector increased by 10% in 2010 in China as a whole
and by 20% in the Yangtze Delta area, and Shaoxing is the city with the
highest salaries in the province for workers in this sector. (31) The Chinese
textile industry today faces stiff competition from the countries of South
and Southeast Asia, with recent years seeing textile production shift towards
Vietnam, India, and Pakistan.
Producing bottom-of-the-range products, the textile companies of Zhe-
jiang are still, for the most part, small-scale subcontractors; they lack a com-
petitive edge when exposed to international competition. In Zhejiang, in
2000, 45% of fabrics were actually imported in order to produce high-qual-
ity clothes for the foreign market. 40% of Zhejiang’s weaving looms are
shuttleless models, compared to 72% in Shaoxing and 90% in the most ad-
vanced countries. (32) The innovations and brand creation so strongly en-
couraged by the local authorities represent a high cost and, indeed, a risk
of counterfeiting for some small and medium companies, which therefore
continue to make do with gambling on prices. In order to overcome these
difficulties, the central state and provincial governments are drawing up
new policies.
New public policies 
While the central state sets broad economic guidelines, in particular
through the Five-Year Plan, provincial and local governments each define
their own areas for development following guidelines established in Beijing.
In line with the change in tone in national policy, the government in Zhe-
jiang is no longer aiming for growth at all costs, but is taking other dimen-
sions into consideration and is identifying a number of main areas for
development, including innovation, environmental protection, relocation,
and a social policy favourable to migrant workers.
Moving upmarket and creation are becoming priority policies. The province
has set out its stall to “change Zhejiang from a factory for the world to a
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(with a turnover greater 





PTA * 1 846 159.58
Binhai industrial area
(Maan township)
Synthetic fibre 63 18,135 424.37
Binhai industrial area (Maan township), 
Qianqing township
Dyeing 197 80,022 393.68
Binhai industrial area (Maan township), 
Qianqing township
Weaving 699 87,676 653.71
Qianqing, Lizhu, Lanting, and Yangxun townships
Binhai industrial area
Clothing 95 14,221 46.99
Keqiao development area, 
Qianqing and Anchang townships
Table 4 – Textile clusters in Shaoxing in 2010
Source: Government of the Shaoxing County, Shaoxingxian fangzhi chanye di shierwu fazhan guihua (12th five-year plan of the Shaoxing textile industry), September 2011,
available at www.kqqqy.gov.cn/index.php?act=down&id=248 (accessed on 10 May 2015). * Pure Terephthalic Acid is used in the production of certain textiles.
centre of creation” (cong Zhejiang zhizao dao Zhejiang chuangzao 从浙江
制造到浙江创造). In order to do this, cities and districts are creating new
economic areas that bring together the most dynamic, innovative, and com-
petitive companies. (33) Zhejiang is shifting from industrial clusters based on
the concentration of family workshops in rural areas to the promotion of
industrial centres. (34) Shaoxing has a network of 36 industrial clusters, in-
cluding seven in the textile sector, and a particular concentration in two
new industrial areas: Binhai and Keqiao (see Table 4). (35)
The new industrial centres are organised around five different missions: re-
search and development, quality control, training, informatisation, and e-com-
merce. New systems have been introduced to encourage companies to
innovate – design facilities and brands have been created, and there have been
moves to collaborate with universities, etc. In 2012, Shaoxing welcomed 70
design companies and ten IT companies specialised in textiles and dyeing. (36)
In terms of environmental policies, Zhejiang has established environmen-
tal standards by introducing quotas. (37) Electricity consumption and the dis-
posal of waste water are controlled and limited. In Shaoxing, the
environmental protection policy implemented from the start of the 2000s
became stricter at the start of the 2010s, with regular controls and punitive
measures. Companies that fail to observe environmental standards are hit
with a special tax; they are forced to stop production for a set period of
time or to restructure their operations. (38)
Internationalisation and relocation
The new development policy, “Leave Zhejiang in order to develop it”
(tiaochu Zhejiang, fazhan Zhejiang 跳出浙江，发展浙江) (39) constitutes an-
other important part of provincial strategies to overcome problems relating
to a shortage of land and raw materials, and to encourage companies to in-
novate. This policy of opening up no longer only concerns the expansion of
marketing networks that took place in the 1990s, but now also incorporates
the relocation of production. Indeed, it can be split into two areas. The first
concerns the internationalisation of marketing networks and production.
This is the case, for example, of Prato in Italy, where Chinese business people,
working closely with Zhejiang Province, have been setting up businesses
since the 1990s, making the city into an industrial and commercial cluster
in the ready-to-wear sector. An acceleration in the relocation movement
can also be seen with the shift of production to low-cost countries. This
movement is strongly backed by central and provincial governments. For
example, in 2004, the Ministry of Commerce published a guide for textile
companies wishing to invest in Latin America (Colombia and Mexico), the
Middle East (Israel and Jordan), South Asia (India), and Southeast Asia (Cam-
bodia, Thailand), as well as North and Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The second area concerns the relocation of textile companies within China
to less developed regions. For example, in response to the national policy
to help development in the western regions, Zhejiang is collaborating with
the cotton-producing region of Xinjiang with a view to transferring part of
its textile production there. Companies from Wenzhou were the first to in-
stall their operations in this region at the start of the 2000s, and from the
second half of the 2000s, Xinjiang has seen a massive influx of companies
from Zhejiang. (40) In 2011, China Textile City in Shaoxing signed an agree-
ment with the region of Aksu (Akesu 阿克苏) to facilitate the relocation
there of companies from Shaoxing. An administrative department was cre-
ated in the municipality to help companies to this end. Relocation is not
always a voluntary choice. It can be seen as the only option, in particular
for small companies that have limited means when it comes to new tech-
nological and environmental standards. (41)
In addition to relocation, some large companies are choosing to diversify their
activities. For some of the companies visited during our research, entering new
sectors of activity is a way to ensure survival. For example, companies 3, 8, and
11 have invested in cement production, mining, department stores, and property
(see Table 1). In an uncertain economic climate, companies that have the means
to do so are looking to invest elsewhere, in safer and more profitable sectors.
Indeed, the new economic policies, with their strong focus on innovation,
the environment, relocation, and internationalisation, are not unique to
Zhejiang. They were introduced throughout China in the 2000s. There are
obstacles when it comes to their application, and they sometimes meet
with incomprehension or even give rise to confusion amongst businessmen
and even among the local authorities. When we met the mayor of Shaoxing
in 2011, he spoke of the delicate relationship between the provincial gov-
ernment and economic actors: 
Zhejiang is currently going through a difficult period: on the one
hand, by promoting innovation and the environment, our province
is being punished when it comes to competition with other
provinces. Zhejiang was the first province to introduce a far-sighted
environmental policy. In doing so, we dropped back a few places in
the national ranking based on gross national product; on the other
hand, companies do not understand the environmental policy. They
feel it is full of constraints, and relations between the local govern-
ment and companies are a little tense. (42)
Zhejiang is not an isolated case. Other provinces and regions have come
up against the same difficulties. When Zhejiang implemented the “Leave
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Zhejiang in order to develop it” policy, Guangdong Province opted for an
intraprovincial relocation policy (tenglong huanniao 腾笼换鸟, referred to
as “chasing the old bird from its cage”). This involved moving manufacturing
companies operating at a low technological level into new industrial areas
to the north, east, and west of Guangdong in order to attract the tertiary
sector and high tech companies (tuier jinsan 退二进三, “pushing back in-
dustry in favour of the tertiary sector”). This policy, which came into force
in 2008, has not been without consequences on local economic life. Some
villages and townships have seen the departure of industrial companies that
were pillars of the local economy but have been unable to attract new in-
novative companies in their stead. This strategy has even acted as a brake
on local development and has not been accepted without its fair share of
challenges. In Dongguan, for example, the local authorities opted for an al-
ternative measure, encouraging companies to embrace innovation without
relocating (jiudi shengji 就地升级, “moving upmarket on the spot”). There-
fore, after the aborted experiment in the township of Humen in the IT and
electronics sector, it was able to focus once again on a traditional, profitable
activity: ready-to-wear clothing. This ability to adjust and show flexibility
enabled the local authorities in Dongguan to make Humen into one of the
largest ready-to-wear clusters. (43)
An innovative social policy for migrants
In the textile companies visited, between 50% and 80% of the workers
were migrants, mainly from neighbouring provinces. The 2000s also opened
with an innovative social policy aimed at migrants and targeted towards
helping them integrate economically and socially. The central government
encouraged local authorities to give migrants the same social rights as their
own residents in terms of social protection, access to jobs and housing, and
education for their children. The new social policy forced companies to in-
crease workers’ wages and provide better working and living conditions in
order to further help the integration of migrants. 
This social policy in favour of migrants sometimes meets with reluctance,
and indeed resistance, from the local authorities. They essentially point to
the problems experienced by host towns in terms of infrastructure, public
services, and budget constraints when it comes to receiving an ever-increas-
ing migrant population. Indeed, host towns set aside a considerable propor-
tion of their budget to integrating migrants and their families, to the
detriment of local residents, while the funding granted to migrants by the
state is included in the budget of their provinces of origin. Zhejiang is one
of the few provinces to educate the children of migrants in its public schools
and to provide social housing for migrants. This social policy in favour of
migrants has resulted in a major increase in the migrant population. In 2010,
the number of residents originally from other provinces was 11,820,000,
whereas ten years earlier, in 2000, they numbered 3,690,000. In 2012, mi-
grants represented 22% of the population of Zhejiang. (44)
Conclusion
Shaoxing has gone through several stages over the course of its develop-
ment, and has experienced significant transformations on the road to be-
coming, at present, the city offering the highest concentration of textile
companies in various sectors of production, including dyeing and equip-
ment, fabrics and embroidery, and socks and ties. It is one of the largest
textile manufacturing centres in the world. However, Shaoxing is not just a
factory for the world. With the emergence of research and innovation cen-
tres, Shaoxing is showing its ambition to become a centre of creation and
innovation. The economic success of the city is the result of its strategy to
encourage its companies to embrace globalisation. The presence of highly
organised marketing facilities alongside production facilities constitutes one
of the main distinguishing features of the industrial districts in Shaoxing
and elsewhere in China. This considerable commercial dimension gives the
local economy a particular configuration. Encouraged by the authorities,
from the middle of the 1990s, companies turned towards the international
markets, favouring exports. However, the deterioration of the economic sit-
uation and the change in foreign trade policy from the middle of the last
decade forced many of them to turn increasingly back to the domestic mar-
ket. The new policy of relocating and internationalising production has
prompted companies to once again look further than China’s borders and
conquer the world market. The example of Shaoxing shows that companies
can build momentum in this setup that combines production and market-
ing, and that they also need to be able keep their relationship with the mar-
kets and political power continually up-to-date.
The development trajectory of the textile sector in Shaoxing provides an
opportunity to rethink the developmental state concept. From the middle
of the 1980s, and in the 1990s in particular, new ways of organising pro-
duction emerged in the form of industrial districts. The expansion of these
districts provided the basis for Shaoxing’s development. The textile industry
in Shaoxing is characterised by an endogenous development model: the set-
ting up of small-scale industrial activities in rural areas, the spontaneous
development of production workshops in an urbanising countryside, and
considerable specialisation in terms of production. These family or collective
production workshops transformed in the 1990s into industrial districts, at
the same time adopting modern legal forms such as collective shareholding
companies or limited liability companies. Some companies have now been
incorporated into industrial groups listed on the stock market. 
This new configuration of production and institutional innovation calls
for new forms of intervention from a state whose role is changing with the
decentralisation of economic and administrative power. This change is mod-
ifying relationships between companies and the local state. The latter now
needs to maintain many complex relationships with economic actors, play-
ing the role of decision maker, collaborator, and regulator. In its decision-
making role, the local state has kept and continues to keep a grip on the
local economy. Although it is no longer the main actor, it remains at the
forefront. The local state is also a collaborator, participating in the life of
the company as a shareholder. The series of economic reforms in the 2000s
put in place a new mode of governance in keeping with the new model of
public intervention as advocated by the central government – a “service-
oriented government” (fuwuxing zhengfu 服务型政府). The local govern-
ment also plays a regulatory role in that it guides development in one
direction or another by means of a series of mechanisms. Local initiatives
concerning protection of the environment and social policy suggest that
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public action does not merely support growth; it can also act as a constraint.
Although Zhejiang was industrialised by a developmentalist alliance be-
tween the local state and the owners of capital, this relationship has
evolved. Therefore, it is not only companies that have changed; the public
power-holders have also adopted new practices. 
Finally, over the past ten years, Chinese industrial growth has been built
largely on the policy of industrial clusters, the aim of which is to drive China
towards innovation and globalisation. The success of these clusters is largely
due to the intervention of public power at the national, provincial, and local
levels. Central and local power-holders have attempted to develop their
mode of governance from a decision-making role to one in which they pro-
vide companies with support and assistance. However, the state continues
to be a major presence in economic management. Interventions by the po-
litical leadership in the development of industrial clusters are a continual
presence in a context of international competition.
z Translated by Will Thornely.
z Shi Lu is an associate professor in Chinese studies at Jean Moulin
Lyon 3 University and a researcher at the Institut d’Asie Orientale,
UMR 5062, ENS-Lyon.
Institut d’Asie Orientale, ENS-Lyon, 15 Parvis René Descartes,
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